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The latest addition to the acclaimed Surfaces series catalogs hundreds of different architectural
elements and materials. This new collection contains over 1,400 high-quality color photographs
capturing a range of details and surfaces, organized by architectural elements: walls, facades,
windows, doorways, ceilings, roofs, floors, pavements, columns, and arches. Architectural Surfaces
provides a wealth of source material to meet the research needs of architects and interior designers,
artists, scenic designers, and graphic designers. CD-ROM included: screen resolution scans in
easy-to-use JPEG format for Mac and PC. 1600 color photos
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Judy A. Juracek's ARCHITECTURAL SURFACES: DETAILS FOR ARTISTS, ARCHITECTS AND
DESIGNERS comes with a cd-rom and provides students and professional practitioners alike with a
new addition to the 'Surfaces' series. Hundreds of different architectural features are portrayed in
well over a thousand color photos which capture details and provide a subject organization for
quick, easy reference. Professionals and students alike will appreciate the illustrated glossary of
technical terms, and the wealth of illustration packs four to six good-sized photos on almost every
page.

This is a picture book for architects to illustrate various treatments, hundreds of various treatments

for surfaces. Surfaces includes walls, facades, ornaments & moldings, columns & posts, windows,
dorways, ceilings & roofs, floors & pavement. The concept is to show what has been done by others
which can help in filling out their ideas about projects. And it is useful in showing or asking clients for
their comments on proposed treatments.All in all there are some sixteen hundred photographs in
the 350 or so pages of the book. The overall design of a building is the first thing that is noticed, but
the surface treatment isn't far beyond. And unlike the design, the surfaces from the floor to the
ceiling are covered in paint, carpets, drapes, dozens of different treatments. All in all, the surface
finishing may be the most expensive part of the building.This is a reference book that belongs in any
architectural library.

Loved it!

The book sounded great. However, I wanted to get ideas for residential design: doors, columns,
ceilings etc. The book is a compilation of photos taken across a myriad of environments. The vast
majority are exterior shots. I wanted many interior shots. Very disappointed that now I have to pay
return shipping for a product that was not well described. I suggest develop some type of
categorization system to aid the buyer to determine suitability of purpose. If could do that, pure
genius.
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